


MARC PARIS
– PROFESSIONAL SNAPPER

YACHTING MATTERS SHOWCASES THE WORLD’S
TOP PROFESSIONAL MARINE PHOTOGRAPHERS 
AND A SELECTION OF THEIR FAVOURITE SHOTS



It was 35 years ago when Marc Paris had his
first experience of being a ‘professional’
photographer. At the time he was a student

in Nice, a city which he grew to love, and he was
paid to produce a pictorial account of a
motorcycle trip he did from there to Morocco.
He shot the pictures with a Nikon Nikormat, a
‘glorious camera’ as he describes it, that he still
treasures and has at his home in Italy today.

After that first paid article his enthusiasm for the
power of the lens increased and he took an interest in
photographing sport planes, which helped to take his
photography to a new level as he had to work out how
to capture fast moving objects and use available light to
its best advantage. In following this sport he had to
travel to Australia, New Zealand and the USA for up to
eight months at a time and as travelling became a way of
life to him, and photography an obsession, he took time
out to visit and photograph Chile, Libya, Tibet, Japan,
Peru, Venezuela, Africa, India and Indonesia.... Even
though he would, on occasion, be paid for his work
Marc reflects, ‘I was actually practising photography as
a passion whilst at the same time being involved in the
printing business, until 12 years ago, when I decided to
do only yacht photography and produce high quality
yachts brochures and books.’

It was about 20 years ago that Marc began his love
affair with yachts. It began when he was asked to travel
to the British Virgin Islands and Florida to bring back
shots of cruising areas and yachts on charter which were
used mainly for a catamaran builder and various charter
agencies (Stardust Marine, The Moorings, etc). He had
met several of these first clients due to the fact that his

printing company was producing catalogues and
brochures for them and he also did printing for Frances
David’s Caribbean Connections BVI guide.

Marc comments, ‘The yachts at that time were
considerably smaller than the large Superyachts that I
enjoy photographing today, but it was a great experience
for me to be a self-styled ‘marine’ photographer at large
and it once more gave me the opportunity to travel
extensively and at the same time to work alongside some







of the great photographers, such as ‘Bones’ in Tortola
(Anthony Black) for whom I produced his clients charter
brochures and a photographic calendar.’

‘Armando Jenik, the underwater photographer for
National Geographic, was also living in Tortola. I
printed some posters for his company, and at the same
time took the opportunity to learn quite a lot about
underwater lighting from him. I also had the opportunity
to work with Billy Black, whom I still number amongst
the best photographers I know and who taught me so
much. He showed me how to get up before daybreak,
and work until dark, so that I could capture the amazing
‘blue light’ or ‘God’s light’ long before sunrise and after
sunset. I have always been a great admirer of Billy’s work
and he is so good to work alongside as he has always
had time for me and others. There are so many great
people I could name with whom I have done work and
who have inspired and taught me. To name a few: that
master of light and one of the best European sailyacht
photographers, Franco Pace from Italy, Jerome
Kelagopian from Cannes; and Jim Raycroft.’

About twelve years ago Marc began to work with
Fraser Yachts. His work appeared in many of their yacht
brochures and annual charter catalogues. He shot
numerous yachts and began to realise that each had its
own individual character. It was trying to capture this
individuality that made them so interesting for him to
photograph. During this period he met up with Alex
Mazzoni, the Gentleman Broker, to whom he will always
be grateful, and also David Legrand, Luc Khaldoun and
others who, each in their own way, taught him
something new.

As time progressed so did the yachts, which were
becoming ever larger in both size and number. After
working with Fraser Yachts his talents became





recognised and the door opened to many other well
known brokerages and yacht builders in Europe. The
highlight of Marc’s career came when he was able to
fulfil a dream assignment - he was invited to photograph
the privately owned yacht Lady Moura and produce a
unique pictorial book to celebrate her 20 year
anniversary. Even at 20 years old she still has to be one
of the most beautiful megayachts ever built and, with
her advanced technical prowess which was way ahead
of its time when she was launched, she can still surprise
today. It was a real challenge for Marc to capture her
every feature for the book but he states that in his
endeavours he was greatly helped by her Captain,
Matthias Bosse, and the crew who were all so fantastic
for him to work with.

‘So how has photography developed over the years
since my student days?’ continues Marc. ‘Until five or six
years ago professional photographers would always use
traditional cameras and transparency film. After a photo-
shoot we would take the films to a professional
laboratory to develop into the transparencies that
photographers have used, pre digital, for many years.
We would then need a light table and magnifying glass
in order to select the best shots, followed by a
professional scanner (usually very expensive!) to obtain
a proper digital image for printing.’

‘Nowadays nearly all professional photographers
use digital cameras which have obviated the need for
film, light tables and scanners. We now produce
immediate ‘RAW’ files. These are files that contain all the
information the sensor of the camera has read and
recorded through the lens. These then have to undergo
a computerised process to obtain a digital image that can
easily be manipulated, if required, and then a
compressed file in JPEG format (which contains far less
information than a raw file) is produced. For a normal
photo-shoot of say a 45 metre yacht, we first have to go
through a selection of around 300 different images. We
then require a full day to work on these to produce a
final selection of say 40 to 50 of the best photos that will
be sent to the client. At the ‘RAW’ stage some light
retouching will be done such as cleaning marks off the
hull or fenders or correcting or enhancing some colours
to obtain the best possible image. Usually a
photographer would charge for this, which I feel is fair,



as six or seven years ago we would have produced 40 or
50 slides which would need to be scanned and then
manipulated at the client’s cost.’

Marc is happy to reveal what he charges for a
photo-shoot of a Superyacht, a question that he is often
asked. Many professional photographers charge more,
some less, but as far as he is concerned he is now retired
from his printing business and is able to enjoy each day
of his work, not a claim that can be made by many. When
the yacht is located on the French or Italian Riviera and
is easy to access he will charge from 750 euro to shoot a
30-35 meter yacht (interior, exterior and running shots)
and up to 2200 euro for larger yachts. Obviously these
costs can vary considerably should the yacht be located
in other parts of the Mediterranean, or indeed the world,
and are adapted to take into account the number of days
needed to achieve the shoot and the client’s needs.

Marc states, ‘I rarely charge for post-production
work unless the client needs several hundred pictures....

When I shoot interiors, decks, details, charter,
ambiance etc and when special light is required I will be
ready before dawn and shoot until it is completely dark
to achieve the best result possible. Then, if I am not
happy with all of the images, I ask to redo some of them
and I would not charge the client for this.’

Marc’s favourite shoot is when he has to take
running shots from a helicopter or small light aircraft. If
it is for a regular client he has, in the past, not charged
a fee for this work as he enjoys it so much! This goes
back to Marc’s days photographing sport planes, and as
he remarks, ‘The client is already paying for the costs
and I can do for free what I love doing most - flying in
small helicopters, small one-engine planes, gliders and
ultralights. Who could wish for more?’

Since early 2010 Marc has also been offering videos to
his clients of two to six minutes in length. He works in
tandem with professional cameramen for the filming,

whether this is from a helicopter or onboard when he is
shooting stills. The videos are finalised in Italy by Mauro
Cartapani, one of the top Italian film post-production
specialists. "It makes sense to produce a video while we are
also doing the photo-shooting, reducing the costs for the
client. Post production is really 70% of the success of the
video and includes synchronizing the sequences with
original music, colour correcting the views, stabilizing the



images and producing a quality video showing exteriors,
interiors and details of the yacht. We also capture the
lifestyle and ambiance, which is incredibly important and
includes showing toys and ‘guests’ in action. The videos are
finished in full HD format as well as, if required, in reduced
size formats for i-Phones or i-Pads. Video has been an
instant success, with shipyards like Amels and Proteksan
Turquoise and yachts like Bel Abri, Addiction, Baraka, Yogi,
Turquoise, Sensation, Anna J, Konkordia, Blue Moon, Black
& White, Donizetti, Soiree, Anthinea, and many others.

Marcs videos cost from 750 euros for running views
and up to 5-6000 euros for a complete video of a very
large yacht. ‘Nowadays, 70% of our clients are
requesting us to produce a video. What is important is to
make sure that the client will get a professional result,
and not something with no detail in the images and
incorrect colours’

Does Marc make good money from his work, after
all the vessels and people he works for are worth a
fortune in themselves, ‘Personally, and like many in this
industry, I do not make a "lot" of money, but I certainly
have a very good and special quality of life with the
opportunity to travel to all sorts of wonderful locations.
I am happy doing what I do. I feel very lucky to be able
to play a very small part in what can only be described
as the world’s most exclusive and extraordinary pastime.
It has everything - fabulous yachts in beautiful settings
and characters almost out of fiction!’

‘As a final note I would like to add that I could not
achieve what I have achieved without the assistance of
the yacht’s crew. Working with a crew is something very
special and I could not produce the images I do unless
the crew worked overtime to help me. They have always
been available day or night and with no tip at the end of
it! I am so very grateful to all of them for their
hospitality, for their kindness, for their help and above
all their patience. Most of them become good friends,
and that is worth more to me than money!...

‘A final thank-you should go to my assistants who
have helped me so much throughout the years – Riccardo,
Rupert, Tchai, the unforgettable Florrie and the unique
Aussie, Kristin (ex Chief Stewardess of Moonraker...). I
hope they have experienced as much pleasure working
with me as I have had from working and learning from
them. Should any crew like to spend some time practising
yacht photography, they will always be welcome to
contact me. I found out that they are amongst the best
photo-assistants to have, they are used to working hard,
to do not complain if they have to work long hours, and
they are great fun to be with, which is maybe one of the
reasons that I enjoy my "job" so much...’


